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Article 4

Letters To The Editor . ..
PSYCHIATRJST OBJECTS

From the Editor's Desk . .. .

PEDIATRICIAN REPLYS

TO THE EDITOR:
TO THE EDITOR:

In June of this year the Board of Directors of the National Federation
Catholic Physician s' Guilds met in Atlantic City. Many lively topics w
dtscussed, mcludmg the revision OT lhe Catholi()Hospital Code. The recommen
lions of the Editorial Board of the Linacre Quarterly were discussed
approved. Hopefully these changes will help to improve the quality of
periodical and will stir the interest of our readers.
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New additions to the Editorial Board include John R. Cavanagh, M.D., no
psychiatrist, author, and professor. Dr. Cavanagh has bee n Guest Editor of
February, 1970 issue of the Lin acre Quarterly and of the present issue of
Linacre Quarterly . He brings to this position of Associate Editor a wea ltl
experience, dedication , and wisdom. From Georgetown University School
Medicine comes another addition to our staff, Robe rt C. Baumill er, S.J ., Assis•
Professor o f Obstetrics and Gynecology and Di rector of the Cytogen
Laboratory. In the rapidly evolving field of biogenetic engineering, it is impor
for us to remain at the forefront of these developments. Fathe r Baumiller is
position to keep us abreast of the ethical considerations in this area.
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Of major concern to the Editoral Board was the position we shou ld tak
regard to ~o n_troversiaJ articl_es. After consi_de rab~e ~u~on it was the conse
of the Edttonal Board that if a controverstal arttcleVas accepted for publicat
such publication did not mean endorsement or approval of the opi nions expn
in the published article. This new policy gives the Linacre Quarterly Edit
Board considerable latitude in this rapidly changing world. If our journal
renect the controversies of our time, it must embark on this new co
Thoughtful men after pondering the complex problems of our day too often l
up with more questions than answers. Hopefully answers to these extrc
complicated medico-moral problems will emerge fro m the winnowing procc
debate and discussion .
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I am constrained to reply to Eugene
Diamond's article in the May, 1971 issue of
The Linacre Quarterly, entitled "Contra·
ception and Abortifacien ts". Being a
practising Catholic psychiatrist, I make no
claim to be an expert in the ContraceptiveAbortion sphere. However, I have reviewed
the great bulk of English literature, relating
to the intia-uterine device published since
1969. I find in Dr. Diamond's article
opinions are stated as revealed fact. This
certainly does not aid our cause. I am
amazed that a man who holds the title of
Professor of Pediatrics at Loyola University
would fall into this sophomoric trap.
In particular, I refer to:

1.
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one really know:ltl thor human life
begins or conception and is continuous
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John P. Mullooly, M.D.

Editor

His quotation from an Editorial in
California Medicine, 113:67, 1970.
" The result has been a curiou s avoid·
ance of the scientific [ocr, which every·

Linacre Qu. terly
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I) The quotation from California Med~
is clearly iden tified as such and se t off 1
with quotation marks. It is the statem ent of an editorial writer with which I obviously
agree for the following reaso ns:

a)

The fertilized ovum is certain ly
alive at conception, exhibiting the
abiUty to reproduce dying cells
which is a biological hallmark of
life.

b)

The zygote resulti ng from the
fusion of a human sperm and a
human ovum is certainly human. It
possesses the human chromosome
numb er of 46 and is clea rly
distinguishable [rom the fertilized
ovum of any other non-human
species.

whether intra or extrau terine until
death.. .'
I contend both that thi s has not been
proven as a scientific fact, and not "everyone really knows etc.".
2.

A quote from p age 125 begs the question " Where human life exists, a soul
exists....."

It would seem that since even Aquinas
could not set the time of infusion of the
soul (but speculated that it occurs about the
sixth week of gestation), Dr. Diamond is
exceeding his bounds as an au thority.

3.

His assumption without any hesitation
that the IUD acts as an abo rtifacient.
Even the most recent literature in·
eluding a recent statement in JAMA
indicates that the mechanism of action
of the IUD is far from clea r.

Respectfully,
John J. Verdon, M.D.
Psychiatric Center
at Alvarado
6310 Alvarado Court
San Diego, CA 92 I 20
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When I submitted the article on aborti·
facient contraception, I hoped that it would
be provocative and even controversial be·
cause this issue has been underaccentu ated
or even evaded , at times, in Ca tholic circles.
I, therefore, welcome Dr. Verdon's commentary. I can only be responsible for what
the article says, however, and not for every
inference dJawn from its content. I will
attempt to respond to the issues raised. In
doing so, I will state opinions, use facts to
support opinions but make no claim to
" revealed facts" nor to a special access to
the Author of Revelation.

August, 1971

During m y recent encounters with
members of the pro-abortion lobby in the
various professional disciplines, I have found
practically no disagreement with the contention that some form of human life is present
at conception. Obviously men of good will
can and do disagree as to wheth er human
"personhood" is present at conception or as
to whether the conceptu s is "animated" and
as to whether proscriptions against abortion
should apply at conception or at some later
time such as nidation or "viability". Such
speculation is al.luded to, in my article, on
page 123.
2) 1 make no claim to authority on the time
of infusion of the soul (I wonder if there is
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